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1. Introduction

Large linear systems are ubiquitous in engineering and scientific compu-

tation, commonly arising from discretizing partial differential and inte-

gral equations in two or more dimensions. This thesis involves a par-

ticular type having its main application to a direct method of electri-

cal impedancy tomography (EIT) in two dimensions. Although the EIT

method is direct, it is an independent choice whether to solve the corre-

sponding discretized linear systems by direct or iterative methods. The

latter are called for systems too large to be solved by (direct) methods

based on matrix factorization. Krylov subspace methods became popular

in the 1970s and are indispensable tools these days. Given an initial guess

for the solution, these methods then typically give an ever more accurate

approximate solution after each (iteration) step of the method. An attrac-

tive feature is that they do not require explicit access to the coefficient

matrix entries. Only the ability to compute matrix-vector products with

the coefficient matrix is needed. Often such products can be computed

fast, for example, when the matrix has (relatively) few nonzero entries

or it has otherwise exploitable structure. The latter is the case in the

EIT application. Provided the rate of convergence of the method is fair,

vastly larger linear systems are numerically solvable compared to using

Gaussian elimination.

To be practical, the rate of convergence and the computational cost of

each iteration are of central importance. In many cases the linear sys-

tems arising in practice consist of real number coefficients and data. As

a result, these (Krylov subspace) methods were initially formulated in

terms of real numbers only and computer software was written accord-

ingly. However, complex linear systems do occur in practice. In the early

days they were solved by separating out the real and imaginary parts

thereby rewriting the initially complex system as a real system. The rate
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of convergence was typically poor and complex systems were considered

hard to solve by Krylov subspace methods. Eventually the importance of

the complex viewpoint became appreciated for its faster convergence and

this thesis continues its advocation. The complex equations arising in the

direct EIT method pose an additional difficulty, specifically that the asso-

ciated linear operator is homogeneous with respect to the real numbers

only and not the full set of complex numbers.

Electrical impedance tomography is an imaging modality where the im-

pedivity distribution inside an object is reconstructed by injecting cur-

rents and measuring voltages on the boundary of the object. Applications

include geophysical prospection, industrial process monitoring, detecting

cracks or impurities in materials, and medical imaging. Several medi-

cal applications have been proposed including lung function monitoring of

intensive care patients and detection of breast cancer. While many exper-

imental medical systems have been built since the 1980s, in recent years

commercially available products intended for wide clinical use have been

introduced as well.

In medicine, the injected currents are small and harmless to the patient.

Almost real-time imaging with tens of frames per second can be achieved

with devices small enough to reside by the bedside, or small enough to

be handheld, and relocated at ease. This makes EIT attractive especially

for constant monitoring. In contrast, X-ray computed tomography (CT)

or magnetic resonance (MRI) imaging requires moving the patient to the

radiology department and the number of obtainable images is limited.

Additionally, CT is limited by irradiation concerns. EIT also has a poten-

tial application to early diagnosis of breast cancer since the impedivity of

abnormal breast tissue differs compared to normal tissue. The standard

screening technique is X-ray mammography which has a high detection

rate, but up to 80% of positive tests turn out to test negative for malig-

nancy in biopsies [25]. The main drawback of EIT is the rather poor reso-

lution of the reconstructed images. For example, the commercially avail-

able two-dimensional EIT imaging device by Dräger Medical reconstructs

a cross-sectional image of a patient’s chest using 340 pixels in total af-

ter which post-processing is applied to improve visual presentation on the

display [24]. EIT is an extremely ill-posed inverse problem and high res-

olution imaging would require unpractically accurate current injection,

voltage measurement, low noise levels, and large number of electrodes

attached to the boundary of the object. A localized, but relatively large

10
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in magnitude, change to the impedivity distribution may have an unmea-

surably small effect to the voltages on the boundary. The accuracy of the

positioning of the electrodes on the boundary is also a concern as well as

that in two-dimensional imaging the injected currents are not confined to

travel on the plane determined by the electrodes.

The direct EIT reconstruction method given in this thesis is based on

the uniqueness proof by Astala and Päivärinta [1]. The main motivation

was in improving imaging quality, a reasonable objective considering the

modest assumptions on the smoothness of the conductivity the proof re-

quires compared to prior work. Unfortunately, it has appeared difficult

to discern in what situations, if any, the hoped for quality improvement

exists. On the computational side, the most demanding discretized equa-

tions of the EIT method are its real-linear Beltrami equations. The thesis

gives a fast numerical solution method for them and studies their con-

vergence, both from the point of view of discrete convergence theory and

matrix computations.

The rest of the overview is organized as follows. Chapter 2 introduces

R-linear systems of equations and discusses their (iterative) numerical so-

lution methods. Chapter 3 discusses the direct EIT reconstruction method

of Publication II. Finally, Chapter 4 presents a summary of the findings

in the included publications.

11
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2. R-linear systems of equations

After the equations involved in the direct EIT method have been dis-

cretized, we are facing a problem of the form

κz +M#z = b, (2.1)

where z ∈ C
n is the unknown and κ ∈ C, M# ∈ C

n×n, b ∈ C
n are given.

For the EIT method we have κ = 1, but we retain the slightly more general

form here in keeping with the publication that introduced a generalized

method of minimal residual (GMRES) for its solution [8]. The method

presented in [8] minimizes the norm of the residual r = b − κz − M#z

when z belongs to the following C-linear subspace spanned by k vectors

Kk(M#, b) = span
{
b,M#b,M#M#b,M#M#M#b, . . .

}
. (2.2)

Note that classical GMRES [22] is not immediately applicable to (2.1) due

to the complex-conjugation. It is applicable after a reformulation as a real

system.

Considering the real and imaginary parts of (2.1) separately, we arrive

at the real system⎡⎣κ1I +ReM# −κ2I + ImM#

κ2I + ImM# κ1I − ReM#

⎤⎦⎡⎣x
y

⎤⎦ =

⎡⎣b1
b2

⎤⎦ , (2.3)

where κ = κ1+iκ2, b = b1+ib2, z = x+iy. We denote the coefficient matrix

by Aκ. The spectrum of A0 is

σ(A0) =
{
λ ∈ C

∣∣λ2 ∈ σ(M#M#)
}
, (2.4)

and as such the symmetrization of the spectrum with respect to 0 is in-

evitable leading to poor convergence [11]. For A1 the spectrum is right

shifted by 1 and does not necessarily have much negative impact on con-

vergence rate as numerically demonstrated in Publication I. Of course,

the actual convergence behaviour of a particular problem instance can

depend heavily on properties of the matrix other than the spectrum [6]

[21].

13



R-linear systems of equations

2.1 Preconditioned R-linear system

For simplicity, we now let κ = 1. Publication I proposes solving (2.1) by

preconditioning it (from the right) by substituting z = w −M#w resulting

in the C-linear system

(I −M#M#)w = b, z = w −M#w. (2.5)

Classical GMRES is now applicable. By inspecting the spectra of the co-

efficient matrices in (2.3) and (2.5), two cases can be identified where we

expect (2.5) to result in fewer iterations:

1. The norm of M# is small,

2. M# is complex skew-symmetric.

The first case is clear considering ‖A0‖ = ‖M#‖ and ‖M#M#‖ ≤ ‖M#‖2
so that we expect GMRES applied to (2.5) to take approximately half the

number of iterations of GMRES applied to (2.3). Small ‖M#‖ is in fact

responsible for the numerical results in Publication I and the reason to

applying the preconditioning (2.5) in Publication II as well. In the EIT

application it would be possible to consider extremely high-contrast con-

ductivities resulting in large ‖M#‖, although impractical at least in med-

ical imaging.

In the second case we have I − M#M# = I + M#M
∗
#. The system (2.5)

is therefore Hermitian positive-definite with the spectrum contained in

[1,∞). The conjugate-gradient method is thus well-suited to solve the

problem. For further insight to convergence, we compare the convergence

rate of GMRES applied to the systems (2.3) and (2.5). (Of course, in the

latter system GMRES reduces to the minimal residual method MINRES.)

We do this by means of estimated asymptotic convergence factors [6] for

both methods. For a compact S ⊂ C, where 0 �∈ S, the estimated asymp-

totic convergence factor is defined as the number

ρ = lim
k→∞

⎛⎝ min
p∈Pk
p(0)=1

max
λ∈S

|p(λ)|
⎞⎠1/k

≤ 1,

where Pk is the set of polynomials of at most degree k. Denote by rk the

residual vector resulting from (iteration) step k of GMRES. Assuming S

approximates the spectrum of the coefficient matrix, we have the estimate

‖rk‖
‖r0‖ ≈ ρk.

14
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Suppose that the smallest and largest eigenvalues of −M#M# are λ0 and

λ1, respectively, with λ0 non-negative. Denoting B = I −M#M# we have

σ(B) ⊂ [1 + λ0, 1 + λ1] and the asymptotic convergence factor associated

with the interval is (cf. [6])

ρB =

√
κ− 1√
κ+ 1

, κ =
1 + λ1

1 + λ0
, (2.6)

which is a number also well-known in conjugate-gradient convergence

rate estimates.

On the other hand, by (2.4) the spectrum of A1 is symmetric with respect

to the real axis and contained within two intervals on the vertical line

through 1

σ(A1) ⊂ [1 + i
√

λ0, 1 + i
√

λ1] ∪ [1− i
√

λ0, 1− i
√

λ1].

It follows from [9, Theorem 6] that now the asymptotic convergence factor

is the square root of (2.6)

ρA1 =

√√
κ− 1√
κ+ 1

. (2.7)

Related to the potential theoretic method [6] leading to (2.6), numerical

conformal map methods exist involving several intervals [10].

Comparing (2.6) and (2.7) we again expect GMRES applied to (2.5) to

take approximately half the number of iterations of GMRES applied to

(2.3). Moreover, we can expect this benefit even when M# is not skew-

symmetric, but the corresponding spectra considered above are highly ec-

centric ellipses approximating the intervals.

2.2 The R-linear GMRES polynomial minimization problem

Although by using the preconditioned system (2.5) we may achieve the

same accuracy in half the number of iterations compared to using the

real system (2.3) (according to the previous section) and also compared to

using (2.1) with R-linear GMRES (as demonstrated in Publication I), this

is the best of circumstances. In terms of matrix-vector products by M#

the R-linear GMRES method always takes at most the same number of

matrix-vector products as classical GMRES applied to (2.5) to reach the

same accuracy [7]. Moreover, R-linear GMRES is always at least as fast

as classical GMRES applied to the real system (2.3) [8].

Publication IV presents a polynomial approximation problem for evalu-

ating the convergence rate of the R-linear GMRES method. The polyno-

mials are not holomorphic, but rather a special type of two-variable real
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R-linear systems of equations

polynomials. Hence known approximation theory results are not imme-

diately applicable. The problem remains unsolved, but we can readily

identify a case of expected poor convergence.

Take κ = 0 in (2.1) and let M# be complex symmetric. By Takagi’s fac-

torization [15] there exists a unitary matrix U and a real nonnegative

diagonal matrix Σ# such that M# = UΣ#U
T . Substituting v = U∗z and

denoting c = U∗b we find (2.1) in the form Σ#v = c. Suppose Θ is a real

diagonal matrix such that ρ = eiΘc is a real vector. Making a further sub-

stitution w = eiΘv, D# = eiΘΣ#e
iΘ we find (2.1) in the form D#w = ρ. The

convenience here is that the real vector ρ is unaffected by the complex-

conjugations in (2.2). The R-linear GMRES method then minimizes the

norm of the residual vector rk according to

‖rk‖ = min
p∈Pk
p(0)=1

‖p(D#)ρ‖, (2.8)

where Pk is the space of C-linear combinations of the first k + 1 of

1, λ, |λ|2, λ|λ|2, |λ|4, . . .

Assume now that σ(D#) contains no real numbers and σ(D#) = σ(D#).

If the polynomial p solves the problem (2.8) we find that the polynomial

p with the coefficients of p conjugated solves the problem as well. By

uniqueness p has real coefficients. It follows that in this case R-linear

GMRES makes use of only R-linear combinations for Kk(D#, ρ) in (2.2).

Hence it is equivalent to classical GMRES applied to a real system of the

form (2.3). Due to the symmetry of the spectrum (2.4) we expect classical

GMRES to make little to no progress on minimizing ‖rk‖ on every other

iteration (with the ideal GMRES making no progress at all). Although

we assumed that σ(D#) is symmetric with respect to the real axis, we

could have assumed symmetry with respect to any line through the ori-

gin. While such an assumption seems quite restrictive, the last numerical

example of Publication IV nevertheless shows similar behaviour in a more

general situation.
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3. Electrical impedance tomography

In electrical impedance tomography the impedivity distribution inside an

object is reconstructed by first injecting prescribed currents to the object

through electrodes attached to its boundary and measuring the resulting

voltages on the boundary (possibly using the same electrodes). The impe-

divity distribution is then computed and subsequently represented as an

image to be displayed. Several computational methods [4, 19] are known

with the ∂-method in two dimensions concerning us the most as the im-

mediate ancestor of the method presented in Publication II. The motiva-

tion to seek new methods is evident considering the low spatial resolution

achieved by all existing EIT systems. (In contrast, temporal resolution

can be excellent.) One hopes to find a method capable of utilizing the

measurement accuracy of the physical apparatus to the fullest in order to

obtain higher quality images. Originating from Nachman’s constructive

uniqueness proof [20], the first numerical ∂-method implementation was

presented by Siltanen et al. [23].

3.1 Mathematical formulation of EIT

The formulation employed here involves the reciprocal of impedivity, the

admittivity, with the assumption that the object consists of linear me-

dia and has isotropic admittivity. EIT systems usually utilize alternating

currents and voltages providing information about the permittivity of the

material in addition to the conductivity. Alternating currents are also ap-

propriate in medical applications to avoid electrolytic effects. However,

for some commonly applied current frequencies (≈ 10− 100 kHz) the per-

mittivity can be considered negligible [12, 13] 1. Hence our formulation

1An internet resource for the calculation of the dielectric properties of body tis-
sues in the frequency range 10 Hz - 100 GHz: http://niremf.ifac.cnr.it/tissprop/
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Electrical impedance tomography

assumes no permittivity (no displacement currents). Due to the low fre-

quencies, the (electro)quasi-static approximation to Maxwell’s equations

is valid. In this case the formulation equals that of direct current steady

state measurements. Note that ignoring permittivity may limit EIT ap-

plicability to e.g. breast cancer detection since malignant breast tumours

not only have differing conductivity compared to normal tissue, but dif-

fering permittivity as well [16]. Incidentally, a recent preprint describes

a direct reconstruction algorithm for nonzero permittivities in two dimen-

sions using the ∂-method [14].

In lieu of prescribing the currents, the mathematical formulation of EIT,

in the generality we are concerned, was given by Calderón [5] in terms of

prescribed voltages on the boundary and measuring the power required

to maintain these voltages. Below we give the mathematically equiva-

lent formulation more common in literature which prescribes the volt-

ages on the boundary and, in fact, measures the induced currents. While

all three mentioned formulations are mathematically equivalent, the first

mentioned is the one used in practical systems due to advantage in signal-

to-noise ratio.

For an open set Ω ⊂ R
2 we denote by W k,p(Ω) the Sobolev space of

functions on Ω having distributional derivates up to order k in Lp(Ω), let

Hk(Ω) := W k,2(Ω), and define W k,p
0 (Ω) as the closure in W k,p(Ω) of the set

of compactly supported smooth functions on Ω.

Let Ω ⊂ R
2 be a simply connected bounded open set. We define the

space of boundary functions (traces) as the quotient space H1/2(∂Ω) :=

H1(Ω)/H1
0 (Ω). Suppose σ : Ω → R is a measurable function (the conduc-

tivity) such that c ≤ σ(x) ≤ C for almost every x ∈ Ω, where c and C

are positive constants. Let v ∈ H1(Ω) be given and consider the boundary

value problem
∇ · σ∇u = 0,

u− v ∈ H1
0 (Ω).

(3.1)

Define the functional Λσv : H1/2(∂Ω) → R by

〈Λσv, w〉 =
∫
Ω
σ∇u · ∇w dx, (3.2)

where u is the weak solution to (3.1). Then v �→ Λσv defines a bounded

linear operator Λσ : H1/2(∂Ω) → H1/2(∂Ω)∗ called the Dirichlet-Neumann

map. We point out that the mapping σ �→ Λσ, however, is nonlinear. The

formula (3.2) is the weak formulation for the normal derivative of u. In

fact, with appropriate smoothness assumptions the Gauss-Green theorem
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Electrical impedance tomography

yields the interpretation Λσv = σ ∂u
∂ν

∣∣
∂Ω

, where ν is the outer unit normal

to ∂Ω.

Under these circumstances Astala and Päivärinta [1] proved that, if σ̃

satisfies the same assumptions as σ and Λσ = Λσ̃, then σ(x) = σ̃(x) for

almost every x ∈ Ω settling, in two dimensions, the question of uniqueness

posed by Calderón [5]. The proof is constructive yielding a procedure to

reconstruct the conductivity σ from the knowledge of Λσ. A numerical

implementation is described in Publication II, building on the foundation

of the similar reconstruction method based on Nachman’s [20] uniqueness

proof.

3.2 Direct ∂-methods in two dimensions

The methods we consider are called direct methods in contrast with iter-

ative methods which refine an initial guess for the conductivity at each

step.

The Nachman proof based reconstruction method starts by solving inte-

gral equations on the boundary ∂Ω involving the Dirichlet-Neumann map.

The goal is to compute an intermediate object known as the scattering

transform t : C → C , k �→ t(k) (also called nonlinear Fourier transform).

To compute one value t(k), one boundary integral equation is solved in-

volving k ∈ C as a parameter. In practice the Dirichlet-Neumann map is

known only approximately since only a finite number of (noisy) boundary

measurements can be performed. The integral equation is then numer-

ically solved only for small k, typically |k| � 6. The dimension of the

discretized (complex) matrix system depends on the number of electrodes

in the measurement apparatus, typical dimension then being 16− 64. Af-

ter (an approximation of) t has been computed, the conductivity at a point

z ∈ Ω (regarded as a parameter) is obtained by solving the so-called ∂-

equation involving the scattering transform t in the k-variable. The di-

mension of the discretized (R-linear) system depends on the k-grid spatial

step size used when t was computed. Since such an equation needs to be

solved for each z ∈ Ω, this part of the reconstruction method is the most

computationally demanding. Fair reconstructions are obtained when the

dimension is mere thousands. Even if shrimpy, these dense (but struc-

tured) systems are faster to solve by an iterative method such as GMRES

than by Gaussian elimination.

The Astala-Päivärinta proof [1] based reconstruction fits the generic de-
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Electrical impedance tomography

scription given above. The differences lie in the details. In lieu of t and

∂-equations another intermediate object and R-linear Beltrami equations

appear. While Publication II is faithful to the method in the first pub-

lished proof [1], it is also possible to use scattering transforms and ∂-

equations in the context of the nonsmooth method [2, Chapter 18].

Although the computational burdens of these methods are heavy, they

are embarrassingly parallelizable. In particular, the computations to solve

the ∂-equations for each z ∈ Ω are independent.

3.3 Comparison of the Nachman and Astala-Päivärinta methods

While Nachman’s uniqueness proof assumed that σ ∈ W 2,p(Ω) for some

p > 1 (essentially twice differentiable), there is no smoothness assumption

in the Astala-Päivärinta proof. In applications the conductivity typically

does have sharp changes, for example tissue boundaries in medical imag-

ing, making it reasonable to expect higher quality reconstructions from

an implementation based on the latter proof. However, the method based

on Nachman’s proof has been applied to discontinuous conductivities with

success [17, 18]. Additionally, unpublished computations comparing both

methods were carried out by the author of this thesis since Publication II.

The results have been discouraging and no accuracy advantage in favor

of the Astala-Päivärinta based method has been observed. Both methods

appear to produce similar reconstructions with k-grid refinement bringing

them closer in the maximum-norm. Optimistically, refinement of the new

method may be possible. At least it appears necessary in order to achieve

practical accuracy improvement over the former method.
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4. Summary of findings

The main findings of this thesis are the following.

I A numerical solution method for the R-linear Beltrami equation with

the asymptotic condition appearing in the Astala-Päivärinta proof is

presented. The numerical experiments consider the forward problem

of known conductivity and computing the complex geometric optics so-

lutions and the scattering transform. Almost two orders of magnitude

speed-up over the previously published numerical method [3] is shown

by the experiments. Additionally, the presented method improves the

accuracy of the numerical solution by avoiding the intermediate Neu-

mann series approximation.

II A new direct numerical solution method for EIT in dimension two is

presented. The method is based on the uniqueness proof by Astala and

Päivärinta [1] and assumes no smoothness of the conductivity distri-

bution unlike the previously published ∂-method based on Nachman’s

uniqueness proof. The solution method of Publication I is found to be

applicable to the inverse problem as well.

III The numerical solution of the Beltrami equation considered in the pre-

vious two publications is shown to converge to the true solution with an

estimate on the convergence rate. Numerical experiments comparing

the presented discretization, the discretization used in Publication I,

and the polar coordinate discretization of P. Daripa find the convergence

rate of all methods comparable.

IV A polynomial approximation problem is presented to estimate the con-

vergence rate of the R-linear GMRES method [8] under the assumption
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Summary of findings

of condiagonalizability of M# in (2.1). The probability of condiagonaliz-

ability of a random matrix with standard normal distributed entries is

computed precisely. A complex symmetric Lanczos-process and associ-

ated orthogonal polynomials are discovered, showing the existence of an

analogue of the classical Hermitian Lanczos-process and polynomials.
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